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1/Are there direct links from Trump to domestic terror?
Yes. Let's review 4 concrete examples. First, the lawyers
for the man who attempted an extraordinarily ambitious
attack on US elected officials says he was doing it for
Trump, trying to eliminate the President's enemies.
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2/Lawyers for the Florida man behind one of the ambitious 
attempts to kill prominent US politicians in American history told 
the court last week that he believed Trump critics were 
“dangerous, unpatriotic, and evil.” 
buzzfeednews.com/article/skbaer…
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Fox News And Trump’s Tweets Helped Radicalize The Mail Bo…
“He believed liberals, under the direction of Democratic leaders,
sought to harm and kill him because of his support for Donald Trump.”
buzzfeednews.com

2/The President pardoned right wing anti-government leaders who had been

convicted and were serving jail time for DOMESTIC TERRORISM. He had them

released from prison.
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1/A thread on rising right wing extremist violence in America, and 
Trump's overt support of it.  First, this summer Trump pardoned 
two men who had been convicted and jailed under domestic 
terrorism laws.  upi.com/Trump-pardons-…
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Trump pardons Oregon ranchers who set fires on federal land
President Donald Trump has pardoned two ranchers convicted of
arson in a fight against the government that sparked the occupation
upi.com

3/The President stopped the prosecution of a man trying to make it possible for

everyone to 3-D print untraceable "ghost guns." Extraordinary Presidential support

for domestic extremism.
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2/Trump removed USG challenge to extremist "ghost gun" 
advocate, allowing him to proceed, and even paid his legal bills.  
nytimes.com/2018/07/13/bus…  He has since been arrested and 
his efforts blocked by another judge.
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‘Downloadable Gun’ Clears a Legal Obstacle, and Activists Ar…
Cody Wilson, a gun rights and free speech advocate, will be allowed
to post online tutorials for 3-D printing firearms, sparking concerns
nytimes.com

4/Finally, the President allowed a follower of the pro-Trump conspiracy theory

QAnon to speak at one of his rallies this week. The FBI has warned that QAnon

followers are becoming increasingly violent.

Justin Hendrix
@justinhendrix

Last night at Donald Trump's rally in Cincinnati, QAnon 
supporters weren't just in the crowd- they were given the podium. 
This, on the same day a leaked FBI report named QAnon as a 
dangerous conspiracy theory that may promote domestic terror. 
My latest: justsecurity.org/65659/trumps-e…
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Trump's Encouraging QAnon May Result in Violence—Just as…
Newly revealed FBI memo warns about conspiracy theories' causal
connection to extremist violence
justsecurity.org

5/My point - yes Trump/Rs are going to try to shirk responsibility for what they've

done. But as they examples show has been more than just words - the President has

provided direct aid and comfort to domestic terrorists/their orgs; and they are citing

his inspiration directly.
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